
CARTOP LOADING AND TRANSPORTING YOUR CANOE by Roger Urbaniak 

I have owned my aluminum canoe for over 60 years and have had great fun using it.  Since I do not live 
on the water, I have had to learn the basics on how to safely transport my canoe to where I want to use 
it.  The purpose of this discussion of my solutions is to help those with their first cartop carry address the 
transportation issue themselves while avoiding damage to the top their vehicle, craft, getting a citation 
or damaging vehicles following behind by improperly securing their car top during transportation.   

CHOICE OF VEHICLE:  Over 60 plus years I have owned a number of passenger cars that have worked for 
me to feel secure in carrying my canoe.  Initially my 1965 VW bug was put into service and although it 
looked awkward transporting an 18-foot 90-pound canoe on top, I found that if I took time to properly 
secure everything, I avoided accidents.  Roof height is important, especially if you load your craft by 
yourself.   Most SUV’s were too tall to allow me to easily slide my canoe off my shoulders onto the rack. 
Make sure you check this out before purchasing either vehicle, roof rack, or canoe and try loading first.  
For some vehicles I purchased a portable collapsible stool to help me loading, but this is a lot more 
awkward and dangerous than having the right height roof to work with from the start. 

CHIOICE OF CRAFT: I found that I could lift and balance my 18-foot aluminum canoe by myself and even 
carry it short distances to load and unload because of its perfectly located center crossbar and narrow 
sides.  I later purchased a 15-foot Coleman canoe and although lighter, I could not load it by myself.  
Both width and center cross bar did not work for one-person loading.  I also looked at several Kayaks 
and again found that with most designs I had difficulty loading it myself even thought they were lighter. 
This should be an important consideration unless you are comfortable that you will always have 
someone to help load when you want to go. 

TYPES OF CAR TOP CARRIERS:  Early models of carriers had suction cups underneath cross bars and 
although they worked, sometimes they left marks on my paint.  Some places that rented canoes offered 
fitted Styrofoam carriers that worked okay, although long term use may tend to scratch roof paint.  My 
most comfortable cartop carrier was purchased from a Thule dealer for roughly $300 and was fitted to 
my car by the dealer using adjustable clasps to grip the side of the vehicle.  When I purchased my next 
car, they could be reused although it could cost up to $150 to refit them to the new vehicle.  

WHERE & HOW TO SECURE ROPES: Most of the security of your craft staying on the roof will come from 
it being properly tied to the carrier. I use three (3) ropes to accomplish this.  I start on one side of the 
rear carrier cross bar, secure or wrap ropes around both to canoe cross bar and carrying bar and throw 
rope over the top to the other side where I again wrap around carrier cross bars before tying off to 
carrier frame. I repeat the cross tie at the front cross bar and then add one diagonal tie across the top 
again using canoe cross bars.  It helps to fit the rope length to the job and use good rope that does not 
unravel.   I have found that you also need to have front end and rear tie off for your craft.  Most canoes 
have fittings that allow this, but some kayaks do not. Some vehicles have places where you can screw in 
metal eye bolts, others you need to look for places to tie ropes to the frame.  Since eye bolts can cost up 
to $40 each, I usually remove them when I am parked to go fishing. On one of my cars the only good 
way to secure to the frame in the front was to open the hood and approach from there.  It is important 
to tie both front and back to keep the canoe from bouncing.  I also had one car where I needed to roll 
down my window and tie a rope to canoe cross bar to keep canoe from sliding sideways as I went 
around corners.  If you are only going short distances, I find that I can take shortcuts, but only discover 
them with repeated use.  With practice securing your craft will get easier and become second nature.   


